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Metabolomics 
analysis

Proteomics 
analysis

RNAseq
analysis [1]

Future developments
- code and interface improvement
- include clusterProfiler for functional enrichment
- include missing value imputation strategies for proteomics/metabolomics data
- include supervised integration methods (mixOmics)
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The acquisition of multi-omics data in the context of complex experimental design is a widely used practice to identify entities and characterise related biological processes. The investigation of each omic
layer is a good way to explore and extract relevant biological variability, and restrict statistical integration to only pertinent omics levels and features. The analysis of heterogeneous data remains a
technical challenge with the needs of relevant methods and parameters to take into account data specificity. Moreover, applying different statistical methods from several tools could also implies
important data management issues. In this context, we developed RFLOMICS, an R package with a shiny interface: it offers a guided, comprehensive and reproducible analysis in a framework which can
manage several omics-data. The interface offers an interesting flexibility between the visualization of the results and the data manipulation (filtering, setting).

RFLOMICS is available at : https://forgemia.inra.fr/flomics/rflomics

Technical choices
- multiAssayExperiment harmonizes data management of different omics levels (matrix, results, parameters…)
- Clustermq allows the remote computing for resource consuming tasks 
- rmarkdown is used to generate a dynamic html report
- Docker technology is user to facilitate deployment of RFLOMICS and ensure the reproducibility of analyses
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04. Differential expression analysis
- applied for each selected contrast using:

- edgeR (GLM) for RNA-Seq data
- limma (LM) for proteomics/metabolomics data [3]

01. Load data
- supports up to three types of omics: gene 
expression matrix and protein/metabolite 
abundance matrix (from same biological context)
- supports multi-factorial experimental design (up 
to 3 biological factors and 2 batch factors)

02. Set statistical model
- computes the list of possible model 
formulas from experimental design setup 
- all possible contrasts are automatically 
generated from  the chosen model formula

03. Data exploratory & pre-processing
- quality control and multivariate statistics to check for batch effects/outliers 
- outlier samples removing
- low count genes filtering and TMM normalization of RNA-Seq data
- transformation of proteomics/metabolomics data

07. Data Integration
- use MOFA [4] to analyse selected layers of omics
- integration is done from the union/intersection 
of the DE entities lists 

05. Co-expression analysis
- identification of entities expression profiles using coseq
(gaussian mixture model) from the union/intersection of the DE entities lists. 

06. Enrichment analysis
- functional enrichment analysis of DE lists and co-
expression clusters
- user-provided annotation (GO, KEGG, custom 
annotation) 

P-value
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